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Abstract: IoT enables ubiquitous communication with different devices in a wireless network. Providing integrity, confidentiality and 
availability of services to access and authorization are the main challenges in IoT. For a successful communication process the path has 
to be established even in the presence of faults. In order to facilitate these issues the solution has to be proposed for data security 
assessment and penetration. In this paper RPL is used to achieve secure fault tolerant routing to enhance the performance and 
minimize the energy consumption. The Dijkstra’s algorithm is adopted to select the paths with low cost and to store the routing 
information. The proposed architecture includes a Blowfish algorithm method for secure data transmission. The performance analysis 
of RPL is done on the basis of Packet delivery ratio and energy consumption. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Internet of Things which refers to the use of intelligent 
connected devices and systems for data gathered by various 
sensors and actuators in physical objects. The essential 
technologies of IoT allows anyone to connect to Internet 
anywhere, anyplace at anytime [1]. The „things‟ or objects in 
an IoT- such as RFID, NFS, sensors, mobile phones which 
uses the unique addressing scheme to interact with each other 
in a wireless network. The IoT devices are characterized by 
various features which manages the IoT devices for 
easyconnect environment [2]. 
 
An IoT is considered to be accessible and self-incorporating 
internetwork. These sorts of internetworks are profoundly 
inclined to [3] security and faults dangers. If these faults are 
not taken care of legitimately, might prompt genuine system 
downtime. The result of such blames would lead to the 
suggestions when the system utilization is basic. If there 
should be an occurrence of IOTs, because of their huge scale, 
these flaws have amplified consequences. To make IOT 
strong, authentic and scalable, it is important to choose a 
system to keep away from and encounter these shortcomings. 
 
Due to asymmetric nature of communication between sensor 
nodes in IoT, security and privacy is become severe 
challenges. Most of the existing protocols deals with RFID 
suffer from threats and vulnerabilities such as insecurity, fault 
tolerant, inefficient identification, throughput and 
inadaptability. The development of RFID security protocol 
makes the IoT more robust distributed structure. To make IoT 
a robust, it is indispensable to adapt a method to avoid and 
counter these faults [3]. Achieving fault tolerance in IoT 
requires the efforts to make objects secure by default, to 
know the condition of the network and its services that the 
objects should handle the failures and attacks [4]. 
 

In this paper, an efficient fault tolerant mechanism has been 
proposed in addition to finding minimal path and achieving 
message authentication. The concept of [3] has been 
enhanced using the above concepts. The fault tolerance is 
achieved by computing the alternate path using RPL. In 
addition to that, the paper also aims at integrity using 
Blowfish algorithm and the packets are routed by finding the 
minimal path using Dijkstra‟s algorithm.  
 
In this paper, the section 2 illustrates the Related Work based 
on RPL protocols for loT platform. The section 3 elucidates 
various models of Proposed System. Section 4 describes the 
Proposed Architecture Instance used for security in IoT. 
Section 5 presents the performance with Results. Conclusion 
and References are presented in the last section. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
The recent trends in IoT application and WSNs can be found 
in [6],[7],[8] have been proposed the various aspects of 
security. The IoT ensures the security of all the layers. Qi 
Jing et al., analyzes the security issues of IoT and compares 
with traditional network [9]. The trusted system architecture 
on IoT is proposed [10] based on the research for trusted 
computing and trustworthy network. A systematic approach 
for security and threat taxonomy for IoT is proposed by [11], 
[12]. Solving the data security problem the trusted 
authentication scheme was proposed in [13] to improve the 
performance. 
 
The tri-mode PKC coprocessors are implemented to support 
for sensed data transmission in IoT systems [24]. The various 
security solutions are provided for IoT includes security 
architecture and cryptographic mechanisms. In [25], the 
CSND provides the secured multi-hop routing for scalable 
IoT communications. The deployment of IoT raises security 
issues, the lightweight cryptographic algorithms are proposed 
for secure data aggregation [26]. The paper [27] is designed 
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to separate the processing and forwarding mechanisms to 
satisfy arbitrary objectives (energy, latency) in which CAOF 
allows RPL to take the sensor node with limited resources 
into the routing decision. 
 
WSN is an interconnection of numerous sensor nodes with 
limited energy [14] which forwards the data to the destination 
where fault tolerant of optimal determines to enhance the 
network lifetime by energy balancing for forwarding data. 
Providing a security in RPL for various challenges where 
devices are connected to the untrusted Internet and resources 
constraints by various routing attacks. The Learning automata 
and cross layer design techniques are used for successful 
delivery of packets with faults [3] where iCLAFTRA uses 
diversified paths for forward data between a pair of 
communicating devices even in the presence of faults. The 
various faults tolerant issues are solved by using different 
methods in [3],[16], [8]. The paper [28] proposed the 
taxonomy to classify faults and recovery mechanisms in a 
network. Routing paths are computed in [29] for minimum 
transmission count by using TXPFI for successful delivery of 
data in the presence of malicious node. 
 
Most of the existing protocols are failed or operates with low 
throughput for asymmetric links some people uses protocol 
specific approaches. To improve the fault tolerance of each 
node and to provide energy efficiency [17] proposed a fault 
tolerant multipath routing scheme (FTMRS). The [15], [18] 
provides the various impact of routing attacks, where as the 
Hao Zhang et al., proposes a security protocol in the P2P 
networks based on IoT and enables the connection between 
different protocols and devices.  
 
For various applications, the unreliable behavior of wireless 
links and individual path routing mechanisms affects the 
performance while transmitting data from sensor nodes. A 
multipath solutions for RPL routing protocol [20] to achieve 
network load balancing, energy efficiency and delay. The 
Leila Ben Saad et al., proposed two case studies for the extent 
the lifetime of WSNs by evaluating the value of mobile nodes 
and another for the performances of the simulation results are 
compared [21].  
 
In [30], describes the protocol attributes for unreliability 
issues in data delivery to provide simple routing optimization. 
For LLN based network the multipath routing [31] is used to 
achieve multifold objectives which includes fault tolerance, 
reliability and throughput. To support high data rates when 
compared to single path by forwarding node. 
 
To improve the multiple sinks in WSN, the RPL-based 
protocols are demonstrated to increase in packet delivery 
ratio and to decrease the number of retransmission by 
considering the shortest hop-count metrics [32]. For the 
security aspects of RPL, the ETX metrics are used to analyze 
the vulnerability of RPL to find the routing choices (RC) 
intrusion to satisfy the energy efficient requirements [33]. The 
paper [34], focuses on possible attacks in RPL and 
6LoWPAN network to which is connected to limited 
resources, unsecured network, lossy links. 
 

3. Proposed System 
 
The proposed system aims at two things: 
 
A. Data transmission with fault tolerance with RPL: The 
RPL routing protocol is used to transmit a data even in the 
presence of faults. The minimal path can be determined using 
Dijkstra‟s to transmitting a data from Base Station to its 
destination. 
 

 
Figure 1: Architecture of Proposed System 

 
B. Secured data transmission using Blowfish algorithm: 
The secured data will be transmitted to its destination node 
using Blowfish encryption and decryption algorithm and 
results will be analyzed based on performance (Energy and 
packet delivery ratio). 
 

In figure 1, the network establishment is followed by 
selection of communication nodes. The Dijkstra algorithm is 
used in order to store nodes details in routing table and for 
routing RPL protocol is used. Finally secured data will be 
transmitted to destination node and results will be analyzed. 
The activity diagram for data forwarding is shown in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Data forwarding activity diagram 
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4. Proposed Architecture Instances 
 
4.1 RPL Protocol 

 
The requirements of mesh network for IOT the RPL are 
developed. The RPL protocol determines in a routing 
protocol for the needs of IPV6 communications over LLNs. 
This protocol is find the energy efficient in low-power and 
lossy networks. RPL is a loop-free distance protocol in which 
it specifies the minimum amount of energy to find the path 
that creates routing as a tree and builds a DAG, which divides 
into a few Destination-Oriented DAGs (DODAGs). In 
addition, it can be considered as an intelligent directing 
topology over physical system. For accomplishing necessities 
of application, it is imperative to choose an arrangement of 
parameters (steering measurements) that will influence 
directing choice for each DODAG, these principles is called 
object function (OF). DAG finds the path according to 
objective functions (OF) based on Hop-count. In DODAG 
one of the node is consider as a root which discovers route in 
the form by upwards and downwards routing to exchange the 
routing information RPL uses three types of message; 
Information object (DIO), Destination Advertising object 
(DAO) and Destination Information Solution (DIS). 
 
DODAG Information Object (DIO): Used to advertise route 
information those are used to build DODAG. 
 
DODAG Advertisement Object (DAO): DODAG is used to 
announce the distance between nodes and to transfer the data 
in a DAG tree. 
 
In this paper, the RPL protocol is implemented to achieve 
fault tolerance. This protocol aims at forwarding the packets 
even under faulty node condition by performing a local repair 
i.e., by choosing an alternative path. The packets are 
forwarded to destination by means of downward routing 
mechanism in which the source is fixed. The figure 3 shows 
the overall flow of RPL protocol. 
 
The Dijkstra‟s algorithm uses the connectivity and distance 
information among the sensor nodes. The topological 
information (cost, link in network, connected links) is needed 
to find out the shortest path between source and destination. 
By considering the result of productive and iteration the 
shortest path is calculated. 
 
In this paper, minimal path from one node to the neighboring 
node is computed using Euclidian distance. The Euclidean 
distance for any two nodes is given by: 
 

                                 (1) 
 
At the first iteration, the algorithm chooses the nearest node 
among all the neighbor nodes of the source and compute the 
shortest distance between these two nodes. For the computed 
nearest node, same procedures repeats till a path is 
established to the destination. 

 
Figure 3: Proposed fault tolerant schema for RPL 

 
4.2 Blowfish Algorithm 

 
Blowfish is one among the fastest algorithms designed for 
cryptography, which is similar to DES. It is designed from the 
view of memory and time constraints in a network, which 
takes 32 bit to 448bits as a variable length key. Blowfish is 
based on Feistel network with 16 rounds [23]. A function of 
each round is to compute a data dependent, key dependent 
and combination key dependent process [22]. To avoid the bit 
permutations and variable-length shifts, algorithm uses 
addition, XOR and table lookup. 
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Figure 4: Blowfish Encryption 

 

Blowfish encrypts the data in 64bit blocks which contains two 
elements, Key expansion (P-arrays) and Data encryption 
element (four S-boxes). The Blowfish algorithm uses sub-
keys to be calculated which prior to encryption and 
decryption. The simple Pseudo code for blowfish encryption 
is: 
 
for i = 1:4: row 
bintext = binMsg(i:i+3,:); 
% cip1 = bitxor(key,binMsg(i,:)); 
cip1 = binMsg (i, :); 
cip2 = bitxor (cip1, binMsg (i+1,:)); 
cip3 = bitxor (cip2, binMsg (i+2,:)); 
cip4 = bitxor (cip3, binMsg (i+3,:)); 
Cipher (j, :) = [cip1, cip2, cip3, cip4]; 
j=j+1; 
 
Encryption: In this case, the original message is converted 
into ASCII values to get 8bit vector binary for encrypt the 

message. These binary vector values are combined into binary 
message on each block. The XOR bit operation is applied on 
each block to get an encrypted data. The figure 4 shows the 
description of Blowfish encryption. 
 

 
Figure 5: Blowfish Decryption 

 
Decryption: The decryption is done by reversing the 
encrypted message. By apply the same XOR bit operation on 
each block to get the result. Finally the binary bit is converted 
to decimal to decrypt at destination. The figure 5 shows the 
description of Blowfish decryption. 
 
5. Result Analysis 
 
The simulation of RPL routing protocol is implemented in 
MATLAB in order to analyze the efficiency of proposed 
system. The performance is analyzed based on number of 
nodes. The nodes are scattered randomly in a network. The 
parameter taken for simulation is listed below in the Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Simulation parameter 
Parameter Value 
Simulator MATLAB(R2010b) 

Area 100X100 
Number of nodes 20 
Data Packet size 512bits 

Sensor node position Static 
Data Packet period 2sec 

 

The performance is measured based on two parameters. 
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Packet delivery ratio- The better packet delivery ratio the 
correct and complete is the routing protocol. 
 
Energy efficiency- The amount of energy used by a sensor 
and the vulnerability of each node is consuming the power. 
 
The analysis of the simulation of RPL protocol is done on the 
performance matrices which are as follows: 

 

 
Figure 6: Graph of packet delivery ratio vs. No. of nodes 

 

Figure 6 shows the packet delivery ratio of the network over 
number of nodes. As the packets are move towards 
destination for data transmission, if the faults occur in a node 
then RPL protocol finds the alternative path to transfer a 
packet. 
 

 
Figure 7: Graph of Energy consumption v/s No. of nodes 

 
Figure 7 shows the energy consumption over the number of 
nodes. The source routing protocols have a shorter delay 
because the time taken to discover the route is less and each 
intermediate hope tries to retrieve information before 
forwarding the reply. Here the RPL objective function (OF) 

find the best path that required minimized transmission 
energy to successfully forward a packet to the destination. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The performance evaluation shows the effectiveness of 
proposed strategy additionally incorporates technique to 
enhance the security part of WSN. The RPL routing protocol 
provides minimum amount of energy to find the path for data 
transmission. The Dijkstra‟s algorithm is used to finding the 
shortest minimal path. The result analysis shows the security 
structure for successful delivery of packets in the presence of 
faults. The blowfish algorithm technique that has 
reconciliation of cryptography in wireless networks that has 
great perspective in terms of better system security and 
communication.  
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